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Most grade-school workbooks try to cover the full range of topics in one workbook, and as a result

do not dedicate enough pages to important mathematical concepts. Kumon's research has found,

however, that children find learning easier when they tackle one skill set at a time. With these

findings in mind, we designed our newest line of workbooks to help children with one particular

mathematical skill set per book.
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It is a great book for re-enforce my son's addtion/subtraction skills. it is designed step by step, help

child master the basic concept of more complicated mulitple-digit addition and subtraction, I always

like to choose Kumon workbook for my son.

I supplement my daughters' regular 3rd grade studies with extra lessons from this Kumon workbook

and I feel that it has really helped her out by giving her an extra push in Addition & Subtraction that

she wouldn't be getting without this. We do ~1 lesson a day and I like the amount of content this

guide gives and the layout of the problems. The design is pleasant and I enjoy helping her with her

studies and make sure to check out all her work.***** HIGHLY RECOMMENDED

The first half of the book is devoted to addition, the second, subtraction. The repitition is good, but I



think I'd have preferred if they mixed it up a little. The questions are appropriate for a third grade

student and although my daughter hates math, I do think the book has helped her. Having said that,

the left side page has a column of questions that's basically printed into the spine of the book. You

can't see them unless you use brute hand strength to push the book completely flat, and even then

it's hard to write because the paper there is curved. This drives my daughter crazy. I have to admit,

it drives me a little crazy as well. Overall, a good workbook.

I went to lot of book stores looking for my 1st grader but there was lot of those 1-2 grade's typical

workbooks are lot of art and games. It is fun but those are using at school already. Why we need do

same things at home. So I was looking for just simple workbook=drill at home. My son is 1st grade

and already working with 2nd grade material at his private school. It is huge help! practice and after

practice. I can guatantee,math grade will be A if your kids like to do kumon books.No facy art or

games taking lot of pages just waste for more than 10 dollors but this is just 6.95 no tax and

shipping free with . Just drill. Which is what I was looking for. My son loves kumon book, when he is

focusing doing workebook he is not stopping untill pages finished which is great.I bought 2nd grade

Addition, substraction and 3rd grade Addition& substraction books teaches step by step then all

pages are just practice pages.Those 3 workbooks are really helps everyday practice.I just purchase

3rd grade division and multipicat, I can't wait my son using next step.I can recommend Kumon

workbooks to everyone!

I bought this book for my 6 year old who is currently in first grade. Over the past few months, he has

learned the crossover and carry over method in both addition and subtraction. He has pretty much

worked through the Kumon Grade 2 Addition and Subtraction workbooks. This is a great next step

for him. He understands and grasps the concept of adding in the hundreds/thousands; however,

with the crossover method I am teaching him how to begin subtracting in the hundreds and

thousands. We do daily practice in this workbook and he brings it to school to work in during

after-school hours. My plan is to have him comfortably doing this addition and subtraction by the

summer and during the summer, so that when he enters second grade in the fall, he will be more

comfortable with numbers. I also utilize another book called Daily Math 2nd grade as an additional

supplement since it has other daily problems such as (measurements, introduction to multiplication

and division, fractions, word problems, etc). No I do not home school my son; however, the

curriculum at his current public school is not challenging at all for him especially in the subject of

Math. I love the repetition and layout of the book. The problems get progressively difficult as the



children work the book. As a previous reviewer said, I wish they were able to combine both addition

and subtraction problems together...but I can just print those worksheets out at home for free :).

This is a great book for students to practice addition and subtraction. There are lots of exercises to

aid young students to excel in math. The book is fun. Answer keys are available to assist the

student and his/her parents. As a tutor to an ESL student, he is motivated to do the best. His

English is great and he does well in math.This book will be part of his homework for the summer

months of vacation. He just loves to study and shows me what he has learned.

My daughter didn't do very well in her multiple-digit addition and subtraction. Then one of my friends

introduced this workbook to us. Like other Kumon books, this one also emphasizes a logical

progression and plenty of repetition to reinforce important concepts. Concepts are introduced

gradually and built upon one another. At first, my daughter found the sections of advanced level

difficult. I asked her to go back to the sections of standard level and do some additional practice and

repetition. After she completed the easier sections, she surprisingly found that the advanced level

was not so hard. She had progressed though the workbook and mastered earlier concepts that

would help with the difficult section. This star system is really good, and Kumon is excellent. I can

see my daughterâ€™s progress since we worked together using this book. Her math rank in

Beestarâ€™s 3rd grade tests has also risen significantly. I highly recommend this workbook.
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